BLAGOJE GOVEDARICA,
According to Institute of Prehistory in Heidelberg: you are a “Honorarprofessoren,
with
this
email
address
apl.
Professoren
und
Privatdozenten”;
blagoje@govedarica.de. According to what you claim to be: “A member of the
Bosnia and Herzegovina Arts and Sciences Academy” (Center for the Balkan Studies).
According to the text published on April 19, page 10, in Oslobođenje: you are "The
most Eminent Pre-Historian in Europe". According to The Prehistoric Society - Book
Review by John Chapman: “…..It is the merit of Blagoje Govedarica’s volume….” But,
“The views expressed in his review are not necessarily those of the Society or the
Reviews Editor”.
Congratulations Blagoje, I see that you are a “pre-historian”; I respect that. The
jabbering of Vuk and Irna; and the "Oslobođenje’s" claim that you are "The most
Eminent Pre-Historian in Europe" may be surprising especially to your superiors in
Heidelberg whom, I know from the DAIK (Deutsches Archsäologisches Institut Kairo),
to be competent and modest!!!
Now I can clearly see that you have no scientific qualifications to pass an opinion on
pyramids: nothing in your biography and modest bibliography indicates that.
But, excuse me, I do not think that you were a petty officer driver mentioned on
line? Who was detained by the Police?
Your latest assault on me (4 April 2009) sent by Irna, shows that you insist on being a
weak player. My reply shall be educational and constructive for the reader who
wants to learn:
In our science, features demonstrating the following items are pyramids:
Subjective:
Properties of: geometry, stability and orientation.
Terms for: identity, divisions, subdivisions and sub subdivisions.
Concepts: monumental, historical and religious.
Local scenarios: as in Mexico, China and Bosnia.
And Objective aspects considering:
Geology: of the site.
Archaeology: of the feature.
Architecture: of the construction.

These items are present at the pyramid hill at Visoko. Here a pre-historian has the
role of an educated layman. Mr. Govedarica you focus on blowing your own trumpet
and on discrediting the discoverer. So, by comparison: where are the opponents of
Galileo and Schliemann. You are only supported by kids and hidden bloggers who are
insulting me. The following descriptions which I am suggesting are: from your
previous massages by Fax and email.
Remember Mr. Professor, that you were talking ABOVE YOUR HEAD:




You pretended to speak for the Bosnian People. Do you represent them?
Your first message was not an invitation from the academy for Nabil Swelim
to write for the Year book; it was from your person with no authorization!
You were offering me unlimited space and illustrations; this does not happen
in academic journals. So I doubted the truth of your offer.

As an arrogant and biased opponent who is disturbed by the pyramid hill at Visoko,
how can I respond positively to your letter especially when:






You were mocking about my radio interview with Astraea, my TV interviews
in Bosnia and my preliminary description of the pyramid hill.
You replied by saying that you know how the pyramid hill looks from every
angle!!! Then I learn that you never set foot in Visoko?
You know how young Vuk made a fool of himself at the ICBP and how Irna
was in hiding.
I wonder why you avoided confronting me five times.
When my initial report (52 pages) was published on line, no scientific reviews
came from you!!! Alas it was from an amateurish Irna who is currently being
hinted; all will be published in good time.

Today you will regret daring to challenge other scholars because of their nationality;
especially Nabil Swelim. I am very proud of being an Egyptian pyramid scholar; I
study pyramids worldwide and I did not volunteer at Visoko to promote tourism,
better experts like Chris Norman and the other speakers at the ICBP are working on
that.
Professor Blagoje, be aware of this:
 Scientifically: you are not qualified for pyramid science.
 Personally: you are unfit to judge the pyramid hill at Visoko.
Mr. Blagoje, until you behave scientifically like a gentleman, I do not wish to share
that cup of nice Bosnian coffee with you. Now I have to go public with all your
messages; everybody has to know how rude you were to me. You warned me not to
do that, but here we go.
Nabil Swelim
Heliopolis, May 7 2009

